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Hello and Welcome to the World of Peer Recovery Support Specialist! 

We are aware that most of us have “unofficially” been providing Peer services in our everyday life for 
years!  However, becoming a certified Peer will give you the opportunity to tailor your approach and 
define what areas you not only enjoy, but are best at based on your unique experience. At Life Changes, 
it is not our intention to make you fit the job, our intent is to discover what sets your soul on fire and 
create the job that best suits your talents.  Our philosophy is if your job empowers you professionally as 
well as personally, our client’s benefit!  So, as you go through your training, pay attention to the areas 
that interest you the most – do you want to work more intensely with those in recovery, or with a 
mental health disorder?  What about an individual that is facing medical challenges or struggling to 
become work ready?  Most of these target areas overlap with our population – but give each of them 
thought and be prepared for success in your professional life.  

Life Changes is a “Person-Centered” organization. What that means is that every client’s challenges and 
struggles are unique to him or her.  Likewise, the services provided, referrals made, and conversations 
had are equally unique.  Of course, there are some services you will provide as a Peer that is duplicated 
across all clients – but treating each client as an individual will ensure your success, and theirs too. 

Be sure to review each section on this page as it will give you a clear understanding of the adventure you 
are embarking on.  The section on Standing Training Opportunities is likely one of the most important 
sections as this explains in detail what is required of you.  Some of the courses are free, some you will 
need to pay for.  Additionally, there are several free classes you can take on the CASAT website - 
https://www.mycasat.org/self-paced/  Keep in mind that the more you learn, the more prepared you 
will be.   

As we move forward on this adventure, I will be adding training materials, fillable forms and other 
documents to help you with your job duties.  If you come across something that you need, please reach 
out to and I will assist you in either finding it, or we will develop it!  This page will be your “Go-To” for 
training, so please utilize it frequently! 

Here we go! 

 

Sandy Finelli 
Sandy@LifeChangesInc.org 
775-544-1660 
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